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Some writers argue that the globalization of economic life has already
proceeded to unprecedented levels and is set to intensify. At the heart of these
claims is an assessment of the activities of the transnational corporations
(TNCs). These ubiquitous bodies can be seen as the Trojan horses, or perhaps
the battering rams, of international capital. Such is their power and influence
that they are often accused of dictating to.rich and powerful states, while
completely overwhelming poor states. Is this kind of characterization
demonology rather than social science? What are the origins of these organiza-
tions? Have they, in fact, escaped their national origins? What is their economic
role in integrating the global economy? What are the social consequences, posi-
tive and negative, of TNCs' activities?

It is often assumed that TNCs have a wide sphere of autonomy. This is
partly true; certainly this tendency might grow. However, to assess their pros
and cons, we need to see their activities in three contexts - when acting alone,
when acting in combination with powerful nation states, and when acting in
the context of newly industrialized countries (NICs). The advocates and
detractors of TNCs can each mount good cases for suggesting that their activ-
ities are benign or malign. Table 7.7 summarizes some of the issues we will
consider in this chapter.

origins and chařacteřistics oÍ TNcs
Characteristics
Definition '

TNCS and the nation state
TNCs as global iz ing agents
International, but not global agents
Assessment

:
TNcs. N|cs and womén workers

TNcs: poweř wi1tto11 
1esnons|o1|1|v

Review

lf you would lil(e to know more

Gřoup work

Ouestions to think about
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Tabfe 7,1

Process

TNCs and their social 
-consequences

Positive social consequences Negative social consequences

TNCs expanding

Forging all iances
between powerful
nation states and
TNCs

Spread ď TNCs
to the NlCs,
especially in the
export-processing
zones

Providing consumer goods,
skil ls and new technology

States and corporations act
jointly to develop research
and technology at little cost
to taxpayers

Provide jobs, raise standards
of health and safety and pay
taxes

Exercising power anonymously
and without social responsibil ity

Diminution of the state's
sovereignty and responsibil ity to
its citizenry

Worker exoloitation and
too much power placed in the
hands of |oca| é|ites

ORIGINS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF TNCS

Conquest and trade were at the heart of the expansion by the European potvers
and often provided the crucible within which the TNCs were formed. 'Trade
followed the fl.ag', was the slogan adopted by the British imperialists. Often the
scale of the operation M/as, at first, modest. Take the case of the British traders
who penetrated the mouth of the Niger River in West Africa. They immediately
starting trading with the local chiefs and eventually were successful in
persuading the British crown to grant them a charter legitimizing their activi-
ties. Thus, the Royal Niger Company was founded. A soap manufacturer in
Britain, W.H. Lever, bought the company and then amalgamated it with another
trading comPaný the United Africa Company. The giant Unilever, the biggest
UK-based transnational, ranking number 12 in the world, was born. The trop-
ical origins of the company are reflected in the names of some of its products
and locations. 'Palmolive' soap referred to the West African palm oil that went
into its manufacture, while 'Port Sunlight', close to Liverpool, was where the
tropical products were unloaded and processed.

Despite what history books in European schools maintain, overseas expan-
sion was not only a European phenomenon. Less visible, but of profound
importance, \ rere the trading networks Chinese, fapanese and Indian
merchants established all over East Asia - networks that started on a diminu-
tive scale but often ultimately resulted in very large international enterprises.
Let us mention as an illustration one of the big international Chinese trading
clans, the long-established Teochiu.In1939, the clan decided to advance a loan
to one of its penniless but ambitious kinsmen arriving in Hong Kong as a
refugee. This refugee, Li Ka-shing, has recently bought the sprawling 7986
Expo site in Vancouver for a massive expansion of his international property
empire. He is reputedly worth $8000 million, having amassed his fortune from
a transnational chain of factories making plastic flowers, buckets, toys and
other household items. His economic philosophy is disarmingly simple:
'Plastic flowers are better: you can wash them and they last forever', he said
(Seagrave 1995).
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As with many of their Chinese and British counterparts, Japanese TNCs had

their origins in giant trading companies (sogo shosha). National orientations are

perhaps more decisive for these TNCs than in the Anglo-American case.

Although no\ / enormous integrated commercial, financial and industrial

conglornerates, the Japanese corporations' initial and fundamental purpose was

trade and the organization of trade.

Characteristics
Many of the world's leading TNCs are engaged in the exploitation of petroleum.

Texaco, Shell, BP, Exxon, Gulf and Agip are the most notable and conspicuous.

Even if you do not see one of these brand names on the forecourt of a filling

station, it may still own the company or supply the petrol from its refineries.

TNCs in manufacturing are often involved in producing the ubiquitous

motorcar, which despite green protests, is still a healthy money-spinner. About

one-third of the 30 biggest TNCs are motor manufacturers. Coming up on the

rails, with one or two ahead of the field, are a number of information technology

companies. The most prominent is the software giant, Microsoft, but computer

and chip manufacturers are also prominent runners. (Chapter 14 contains a full

discussion of the importance of information technology.)
An important characteristic of a TNC is that it operates in more than one,

sometimes maný countries. Branth plants and subsidiaries, sales, research and

development take place on many sites. Why do TNCs wish to locate abroad?

Where they are involved in extractive industries or agriculture, the answer is

obvious. They have to be where the oil is extracted, the gold is mined or the

pineapples gro\ /n. However, the principal reasons for decentralization are to

r".n." new markets or to stop their rivals getting there first. The movement of

capital a\ /ay from the USA and Western Europe after the 7970s was also partly

to do with the difficulties of securing high profits and subordinating the labour

force in the industrialized countries.
Many developing countries had abundant supplies of cheap, unorganized

labour. The division of labour into more minute skilled and semi-skilled tasks,

which r /as discussed in Chapter 4, allowed untrained or newly trained workers

to attain rapidly the levels of productivity in the countries where industry was

long established. The poor countries provided freedom from planning and envi-

ronmental controls, cheap health and safety standards, tax holidays and other

incentives. International transport and communications facilities in the form of

containerized shipping, cheap air cargo, comPuter, telex and fax links had

improved dramatically. Especially for low-bulk, high-value goods/ it was no

longer necessary for the site of production to be near the end market. Moreover,

world market factories could be staffed by young women who were likely to

remain unorganized (Fróbel et aI.7980; Cohen 1,987 220-53).
There are six big sogo shosha in |apan, two of which, Mitsubishi and Matsui, are

household names in the West. They have massive bargaining po\ /er. The six top
japanese TNCs account for I per cent of world trade. To communicate between

one branch and another, Matsui alone has 500 000 kilometres of communication

lines, greater than the distance between the earth and the moon. As long ago as

1986, the daily volume of messages amounted to 110 000 dispatches containing 10

million \^/ords (Dicken 7992:357). The sogo shosha proviďe:
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& financial services (credits, loans, guarantees, venture capital)
o information services (up-to-date market profiles, national regulations, tech-

nological developments)
c risk-reduction services (insurance, buffers for exchange control regulations)
C organizational and auxiliary services (translations, legal contracts, transport,

paperwork and wholesaling).

These services are for their own manufacturing plants as well as for cither
small companies that otherwise would not be in a position to compete effec-
tively internationally. Although many people are aM/are of the great strengths of
|apan as a manufacturing economy, Iapanese TNCs are in fact more prominent
in the trade in services (finance, commerce, banking and insurance).

Their number of employees outside the country where their headquarteis are
located can be used as a gauge of the degree to which all TNCs decentralize
their operations. Although many TNCs employ a high proportion of their staff
outside the country of origin, the most spectacular examples of this phenom-
enon are shown inTable7.2.

Table 7,2

TNC Foreign employees (%)

Nest|é

British American Tobacco (BAT)

Ford

lmperial Chemical Industries (lCl)

Source: Dicken (1992)

As each new market is opened up by TNCs, consumer booms can massively
fuel their profits. The great new frontier is China, where by the 1990s the biggest
consumer boom in world history had begun. By 7995, China was already the
third largest economy in the world after the USA and fapan. It is projected to be
'number one' by the year 2010. One seasoned observer of the contemporary
Chinese scene (Seagrave 7995:279) descrlbed how for some residents Beijing
has thrown off its image as the drab capital of a drab communist country:

Chinese yuppies were washing their hair in Procter & Gamble shampoo, starting
their day with Nescafé instant coffee, driving to work in new Toyotas with elec-
tronic pagers clipped to their shirt pockets, then heading for the karaoke bars where
they can sing along with music videos and mix Hennessey brandy in Coca-Cola.
They bought new jeans and pullovers by mail from Land's End catalogues and
ordered Tánga panties from Victoria,s Secret... As average earnings passed the
$1400 a year mark, the majority of people in China for the first time were abte to buy
such basic consumer items as refrigerators... Given a population of over 1.2 billion,
this meant that more human beings were escaping from poverty in one brief period
than at any other previous time in history.

Foreign employees of selected TNCs (%)

96

86

53

52
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As can be inferred from the evocation of famous brands mentioned, the

TNCs act as a symbolic and practical demonstration of western affluence and
,freedom,, 

",,".' 
if that freeáom is sometimes individua1istic, consumer led

and often destructive of other people's opportunities. The former communist

regimes found themselves pa.iic,tia.ly vuinerable to the notion that political

fr;,udom equated to consuÁer choice. On the day after the Berlin Wall came

down, Easf Berlin youth celebrated their release from communist tyranny by

swaggering down ihe main streets, cans of Coca-Cola in hahd'

DeÍinition
Having described the origins and some of .the 

characteristics of TNCs, \ /e are

now iňa position to give á .o'" formal definition. In extending Dicken,s argu-

ment (1992: 47) we arrive at a fivefold definition: TNCs

o control economic activities in two or more countries

o maximize the comparative advantage between countries, profiting from the

differences in factor endowments, wage rates, market conditions and the

political and fiscal regimes

o have geographical flexibility, that is an ability to shift resources and opera-

tions Ěetween different locations on a global scale

Ioperatewithaleveloffinancial,componentandoperationalflowsbetween
different segments of the TNC greater than the flows within a particular

country

t have significant economic and social effects at a global level'

TNGS AND THE NANON STATE

There are two contrasting views on the capacity of TNCs to challenge the nation

state. The first lays empňasis on their globalizing capacities, a.position \^/e aSSo.

ciate particularly with ihe work of Dicken (1992). The second, a more sceptical

viewievelop"a Uy Hirst and Thompson (7996), suggests that while TNCs may

have continued and fostered the long-established international economy, they

have not established a global economy and have not superseded the nation state'

TNCs as globalizing agents
Dicken (1992) argues that the TNC is the single most imPortant force in

.á.i"g globa1sn]fts in economic activity. Ever since the 1950s, world trade -

the sum of all the imports and exports bought and sold by all the world's coun-

tries - has grown significantly faster than world production. Dicken 6992:16)

sees this as 'a clear indicator of the increased internationalization of economic

activities and of the greater interconnectedness which have come to charac-

terize the world economy'.
This, in turn, points io the role TNCs play in binding together national

economies. Foreigners o\ rn an increasing share of the value of many countries'

'national' assets in part or in whole' Blthe same token' a growing portion of
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each country's productive capacity, technological knowledge and skills is an
organized extension of the capacities located in other countries. The era of
nationally competing and separable capitalisms is now long in the past.

Much of the world's economic system is dominated by TNC decisions about
whether or not to invest in particular locations. The resulting flows of raw mate-
rials, components and finished products, technological and organizational
expertise, as well as skilled personnel constitute the basic building blocks of the
global economy.

Figure 7.1 Corporate sale: the 'Avon lady' goes
up the Amazon with cosmetics

Figure 7.2 Victims of the Bhopal gas disaster
demonstrate against the company in New Delhi, lndia

Table 7.3

Scrporate sales

3eneral Motors

=ord

Royal Dutch

Toyota

BM

Uni lever

Nest|é

Sony

Top five corP:

Source: UNH S:
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T\Csareresp,orrsítrl.ertlranimp,ortarrtchunkoÍrr;crrlderrrplolurerrt.pro,cuc-
tion and tra,Je. This is particularti tnre ot produďion' u.here 

f.hp'betlr-een
one_Efth and onequarter of all prcduction is in the hands of the T\iCs.

\{easur ingtradet lorvs ismoreelusivestat ist icalýbutwhat isc lear isthata
high proportion of world trade is intra-firm trade I where one section provides

components or expertise to another part of the same TNC' More than 50 per cent

ofthetotaltradeoftheUSAandJapanisconductedwithinTNCs.TheFord
motorcar provides a good 

"*amptá. 
tne standard car in its range is appropri-

ately called the ,Mořdeo, - or world car. It typically contains parts from 35

countries, most of ttlem ptoat'ced in the company's own branch plants an-d

subsidiaries.Thecompanyskilfullymixesandblendstogainmaximumbenefit
from the costs of labour, technical inventiveness, ra\ / materials and transport' It

is therefore able to'"oo'' all factories with Indonesian-produced brake PadS, or

špá,.,i,1,-p.oduced t.á.,sÁisslo,.,s. Dual or multiple sourcing of a'simi1ar compo-

nentproduceshealthyintra-firmcompetitionu''di 'usafeguardagainstlabour

f.o,"", If country xJ piu.,t is threatened with strike action, country B',s similar

product can swiftly be brought on-stream'

Another way of understaňding the global economic importance of TNCs is to

take them as equivalent units to čountries. In this measurement, of the 100 most

importanteconomicunitsintheworldtoday,halfarenationstatesandhalfare
TNCs.Asthereareabout lsOrecognizedstatesoftheUnitedNat ions,this
meansthat l30ofthesestateshaveeconomiessmal lerthanthef irst50TNCs.
TableT.3providessomeevidenceoftherelat iveeconomicpo\^/erofcorpora-
tions, states and regions'

Table 7.3 Corporate, state and reglonal economic power

(US$ bittion) Countries/regions GDP US$ bittion)
hmorate sales

General Motors

Enon

Ford

Royal Dutch Shell

Toyota

iBM

{.Jnilever

Nestlé

Sony

Top Íive corporations

132.4

l tc ./

100.1

96.6

81.3

64.5

43.7

38.4

34.4

526.1

lndonesia

Denmark

Norway

South AÍrica

Turkey

Poland

Ponugal

Venezuela

Malaysia

Pakistan

Egvpt

Nigeria

Middle East and North Africa

South Asia

Sub-Saharan AÍrica

126.4

123.5

112.9

103.6
oq7

83.8

79.5

ol,r

57.6

41.9

aaE

19.6

454.5

297.4

269.9

Source: UNRISD (1995: 154) cit ing 1992 data
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Most of the countries listed in Table 7.3 rePresent a nrl.jďe le"".e. .:. l€!]L< .ť
their economic power. Yet in their case, let alone those rrt rnuch rr ealer :r-ur-
tries, powerful TNCs can cause extreme disruption to nafil.nď ectrl.lorl. i.-lj
social plans. Here are some of the ways in which this mi-qht happen:

1. Local capital has difficulty competing. Although r\-cs often appear to t'e
benign in employment terms, in order to compete iocai emplor-ers har-e tc
lower wage costs and sacrifice quality.

2. TNCs have disproportional marketing powel even for an inferior product-
when one of the present authors lived in the Caribbean, rocal outlets sen-aj
wonderfully succulent and spicy portions of chicken. They rvere then
undercut by a certain US 'brand leader', which subsidized imported chicken_.
and took losses over a two-year period until it could drive the local firms out
of business. Needless to say, the prices for its inferior product soon went up.

3. Local politicians are anxious to encourage inward investment and are often
willing to accept corrupt payments in exchange for accepting the company's
plans, facilitating its operations and allowing the sending of its profits out oÍ
the country without tax. often these plans conflict with national plans. The
poor countries are then often sucked into the cycle of further depóndence.

4. TNCs are often in a position to influence tastes and consumption patterns in
a negative way. we have already alluded to a fast-food outlet. while not
perhaps a pleasant sensation, eating the product is unlikely to be lethal. In at
least three other cases, this is precisely the problem:

a. milk powders for feeding babies are offered through extensive adver-
tising by firms like Nestlé. Not only are they less nutritious than mothers,
milk (,breast is best, anti-Nestlé campaigners protested), but they can
prove lethal if the formula is mixed with unsafe water

b. corporations such as BAT use glamorous adverts to promote high-tar
cigarettes that are banned in the rich market countries

c. medicines controlled by doctors, antibiotics, for example, are often freely
sold in the street markets of poor countries.

Although the issue of corporate social responsibility is discussed again late1,
we provide these dramatic examples here to show that in certain situations
TNCs have the capacity to subvert and undermine the po\ /er of even quite large
nation states.

lnternationa!, but not global agents
Hirst and Thompson (1996: Chapter 4) examined data on more than 500 TNCs
from five countries in 1987, and compared these with similar material on more
than 5000 TNCs from six countries (France, Japan, the uK, the usA, Germany
and the Netherlands) for the period 7992/3. They wished to ascertain whether
and to what extent the activities of rNCs deepened integration between
national economies while becoming largely independent of both their home and
host governments.

They concluded that what stands out most clearly from all dimensions of rNC
activity - sales, assets, distribution, profits and number of overseas interests - is

L*
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On the basis of these and related arguments, Hirst and Thompson (1996) also
stress the political limitations to the mobility of capital. Businesses normally
prefer to operate where they feel secure and enjoy a comfortable rapport and
familiarity with a supportive local culture and market situation. Similarly, the
sphere of the economic often consists in large part of relatively immovable
plant, equipment and infrastructure as well as employees 'trapped' at any given
time in particular locations by communiý and family responsibilities, job avail-
ability, skill and language capacities and the legal restrictions of citizenship. All
this presumably means that we can hardly be surprised at the continuing
propensity of companies, large and small, to retain strong roots in their home
economies. Nor, for the same reasons, is it possible for even the largest TNCs to
be completely foot-loose or free from any national control.

Assessment
Despite its obvious relevance and significance, there are two problems with
Hirst and Thompson's analysis: one concerns the nature of the empirical
evidence and the other involves a theoretical issue.

At the empirical level, there is room for disagreement over how to interpret
the available evidence. For example, Dunning (1993b: 291) observes that the
largest TNCs, namely those contributing four-fifths of all global activity by TNCs
and with annual sales exceeding $1000 million in 1989, together produced
approximately one-third of their total output outside their home countries. This
estimate is quite close to that of Hirst and Thompson (1996), but whereas they
regard it as evidence only for the existence of an international economy, Dunning
sees it as an indication of a growing, real integration of a basically global
economy. Carnoy et aI. (7993: Chapter 3) claim that the foreign content of produc-
tion among the largest TNCs is higher still - between 50 and 90 per cent. Dicken
(7992), Dunning (1.993a) and |ulius (1990) hold that the TNCs'real links r /ith host
economies, with respect both to trade and domestic purchases, are often much
stronger than Hirst and Thompson's analysis suggests. Moreover, the global
strategy of spatial optimization pursued especially by the larger TNCs - rein-
forcing their parallel attempt to increase inter-market penetration - means that
national economies have become closely intertwined with each other. There are
also other indications of rising cross-border integration, especially in the Euro-
pean Union and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) area.

The second difficulty with Hirst and Thompson's (1996) analysis is theoret-
ical in nature. Adapting an important insight offered by Lash and Urry (1994:

67-2), we argue that it is necessary to distinguish between two rather different
aspects oÍ economic life - the cultural, symbolic and knowledge-based compo-
nent and the more material or physical one. While the first is indeed inherently
mobile and capable of rapid learning and transference across and between
places and organizations, the second is necessarily rooted in specific locations at
any one moment in time. In short, the first is globalizing, the second is neces-
sarily dependent on existing socio-political formations and institutions. It
follows that the world economy demonstrates a certain paradoxical and rather
skewed character; in some respects it has become highly globalized while in
others there are, and may remain, certain finite limits to this process. Accord-
ingly, in one sense the Hirst and Thompson position is perfectly correct, but
perhaps rather misleading in another.
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Neoliberalism is an
economic doctrine that
:nsists states should never
nterfere with or constrain
iree markets, competition or
private enterprise. InÍ|uentia|
+om the eighteenth century,
: was side-lined by
Keynesianism aŤter 1945 bul
.evived strong|y Írom the
'nid-1970s.

Á;r export-processing zone
s a Íree trade enc|ave where
rreign firms producing
goods for export are
;rcouraoed to locate.

Hirst and Thompson (1996) mount a powerful case against the notion that

economic globalization has reached a stage when TNCs are truly autonomous

and governments have been rendered more or less powerless to act in the face

of glóbal economic forces. Such a view, they ar8ue/ plays into the hands of

nati,onal politicians and others who, for ideological reasons, may wish to justify

various non-interventionist neo-liberat policies. It disregards the historical

embeddedness of national economies in wider institutions and the supporting

role governments until now have always played in furthering national

u"otlo-i. development. It also ignores the role only governments can play in

initiating modernization in developing countries - perhaps, for example, by

taking steps to empo\ /er local citizens to tune in more effectively to the growing

flows of symbolic knowledge.
The extreme globalization thesis has also been used as a rationale for

doubting the possibiliý or efficacy of joint intergovernmental action - whether

led by ihegemonic power, as in the 1950s and 60s, or by a group of leading

economies. Can states acting together counter such global problems as rising

inequality, joblessness, chronic economic insecurity or the destabilizing effects

of floating finance? Hirst and Thompson (1996: Chapter 8) agree that we cannot

expect a return to the golden post-war years of US-led, Fordist-Keynesian pros-

p"iity, in what was then a much simpler world economy. Nevertheless, they

show that successful and goncerted attempts by the G7 and OECD countries to

regulate the world economy have been evident in recent years. Two examples of

international action by states are the co-ordinated interest rate policy to counter

falls in global stock markets agreed in 7987 and reducing Iapan's huge trade

surplus. Much more of the same may be perfectly possible and is certainly desir-

abló. Here, Hirst and Thompson,s arguments are refreshing and welcome.

TNCS, NICS AND WOMEN WORKERS

One way in which TNCs have achieved spatial optimization since the 1960s has

been thiough engaging in 'offshore' production located in export'processing

zones (EPZs), mostly in developing countries. Governments offer special

inducements - tax privileges, duty-free imports, the promise of cheap labour,

limited or non.existent health, safeý and environmental regulations and

perhaps free or subsidized plant and infrastructure - to encourage foreign firms

io locáte their labour-intensive, assembly operations in a given country. Most of

the labourers - over 90 per cent in some EPZs - are young \ /omen' They are said

by some employers to have 'nimble fingers', making them suitable for work on

eiectronic circuit boards. Others point to their industrial discipline' In these

characterizations one has to distinguish between convenient stereotypes and

the reality facing many female workers in poor countries, namely an adverse

labour market and a desperate desire to escape from the powerful forms of

patriarchy characteristic of many rural societies.
Industries engaged in making garments, shoes, soft Íurnishings, toys and

other low-value consumer products are the most likely to locate in low-wage

regions, including EPZs. So too are those engaged in manufacturing domestic

elóctrical goods and in the assembly stage of the production of semiconductors
(when the individual microchips are wired together to form integrated circuits

ready to be tested and then incorporated into various final products).
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Industrial production in such sites has gro\ in rapidly, as has trreir erpon
potential. Between 7966 and 7972, rJs imports of manufactured goods fion-r
EPZs located in developing countries increásed by an annual average of 60 per
cent (Harris 7983: i47). EpZs now flourish widery across the deveioping world.
They have long been prominent in Asia, includirlg cnir-,u, which estabrished four'special economic zones' , similar to EpZs, as part of its economic reforms in thelate 7970s with Shenzhen, adjacent to Hong Řong, being the largest. Caribbean
countries have also encouraged offshore developÁent, u", hu'u" Áf.i.u,., o,.,",.

one famous EPZwas created by the Border industriarization Irrogram (BIpr
in Mexico where thousands of maquilarloras (rabour-intensive assembly plants)
are located near the us border. This started in 1965 as the result of a deliberate
government policy to create locar employment in the depressed regions of
::.t!9:" Mexico by exporting low-valué mánufactured goods to the US market.
The US government was also keen to moP up unemploýment in the area in the
wake of the collapse of an official tabour migration ,.h"-" to the usA, the
bracero programme. The uS authorities were hopefur that emproyment in
Mexico would reduce the flow of undocumented migrants north of the border.
However, this part of the scheme failed because the jábs mainly went to youn8
\ /omen (not to males, who were the most numerous migranis), while unem_
ployed people from other depressed regions of Mexico flooded into the area ina' desperate attempt to find work. The ittempt to create a dam wail to stop the
migrants effectively created a ,honey pot, that attracted them (Cohen 79g7).Current reports by trade union repró,",',tuti,,", continue to talk of low Wages/
long hours and unorganized workers in the maquiladoras.

Despite these negative features, the BIp has officially been regarded as asuccess. rn7994/5, the numbers emproyed grew by 13 per cent to reach743 0oo,
while the value of exports rose from 

-gzo 
áoo miilion to s33 000 million. Thisrepresented 39 per cent of the country's totar exports. During 1996, thenumbers

directly employed (there were spin-off jobs in other sectors) rose to 7SO 6g9.
Unlike the rest of the economy, the BIí factories registered increases in both
output and the value of exports, shrugging off the deřaluation of 1995 (Mexican
Bulletin of statistical rnformation, July-seftember 1996: g3). The inducements
have now been extended to alr expori-oriented firms even if they are not rocated
in specific maquiladoras zones (Gere ffi 7995: 724). tJntil recently, most Mexican
workers employed in these zones \ /ere engaged in assembling electricat goods
using. imported components or in textile uňa .totni.,g p.od.,.tt.. Over the last
decade, however, serious efforts have been made tá upgrade the maquiladora
manufacturing region by encouraging new industries 

""iug"a 
in more sophis-

ticated and capital-intensive activities such as producinf ěmponents for carsand computers (Gereffi 1995: 135).
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), of which Mexico is amember, should further enhance thL export opportunities available to the

maquiladora plants.
Another EPZ, on the island of Mauritius in the Indian ocean, has been anunambiguous success. At its inceptionin7971,20 percent of the pápulation M/aS

unemployed. By .|994, unemployment was undór 2 per cent ana raumg' rne
19xt year the government informed the International Labour office that theisland hosted 6205 migrant workers, brought in to offset labour shortages.

Although the economic benefits of thě EPZ in Mauritius are evident, the
provision of employment, again mainly to women in the 76)2age group, had
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another benign social consequence. In the 1950s, in the period leading up to
independence, British demographers \ /ere so alarmed at the rising birth rate in
the country that they conjured up images of Mauritians falling off the edge of
the island. As we will establish in Chapter 11, increased affluence and more reli-
able health care generally reduce the need for large families, which has indeed
happened in Mauritius. The young rvomen who worked in the EPZ were often
grateful for the employment offered and extended their periods of employment,
thus reducing the number of years in which they could safely bear children. The
result was a massive reduction in the real and projected rise in population.

TNCs: power without responsibility
The primary social criticism of TNCs is that they exercise po\ /er without
responsibility. In theory, and sometimes in practice, the power of the state is
restrained by the due processes of law, by regular elections, and by the capacity
of people to organize, demonstrate, advance their views and defend their inter-
ests. Although not all states have this degree of democracý even in the most
extreme dictatorships people have managed to bring their rulers to book. Equiv-
alent forms of corporate po\ /er rarely have any such constraints on them. The
soga shosha and other trading companies are often dominated by private, indeed
secretive, dynastic families. Other TNCs are supposedly constrained by share-
holders, but these are usually large anonymous blocks of shares bought by
pension funds, insurance companies and banks with little interest in the
company's affairs beyond the central performance indicator - profit.

The international agency UNRISD (1995) argues that the freedoms of TNCs
have been significantly enhanced in recent years, especially by generous GATT
regimes. For example, they have new rights in international law to enforce
patents, trademarks and copyrights, whereas indigenous governments have
been unable to enforce demands that local labour be trained or put other condi-
tions on inward investment. UNRISD argues that this corporate po\ /er should
be accompanied by some social responsibility - to the environment, which is
often damaged, to the local community and to the workforce. There are many
examples of even respectable, well-known TNCs being blind to their responsi-
bilities in these respects. Let us cite three examples:

In 7989, an oil tanker, the Exxon Vqldez, owned by the then largest petroleum
company in the world, struck a reef in Prince William Sound off the Alaskan
coast, causing the largest oil spill in history. Nearly 42 million litres of crude
oil polluted the beaches, contaminated fishing and destroyed wildlife.

Shell in Nigeria and RTZ in Indonesia have continued to exploit natural
resources with considerable ruthlessness and indifference to the local
communities near which they work and whose land they have appropriated
or bought for a song (see Box 7.2).

In December 1984, a major industrial disaster took place at Bhopal in central
India when poisonous gas leaked from a US plant owned by the Union
Carbide Corporation. More than 2800 workers, their families and others in
the surrounding community died as a result of the leak. At least 20 000 were
injured. Union Carbide has consistently stalled the legal proceedings insti-
tuted to gain compensation (Figure 7.2).

1.

2.

Ó.
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People are, however, capable of opposing corporate social irresponsibilitr.
When, for example, Royal Dutch Shell proposed dismantling an oil rig at sea.
which opponents claimed would result in extensive pollution, a mass protest
commenced. The company backed down after extensive pressure from consumer
and environmental groups in the UK, the Netherlands and Germany - including
the commencement of a consumer boycott of Shell petrol.

It is worth noticing that Shell was not opposed by the British or any other
government. In the case of the oil rig, social movements such as Greenpeace,
which organized transnationally, stopped that particular display of corporate
power (see Chapter 18). Equally, in its operations in Ogoniland, Shell was not
opposed by the Nigerian government, which was deeply complicit in the
company/s operations. Instead, a small local protest group \ /as supported by
Amnesty International, Greenpeace, PEN (the international writers'lobby) and
various other human rights groups. In later chapters, we explicitly deal with the
issue of whether global social movements are now counterpoised to global
corporations, making the locus of political debate and social contestation a
global rather than national matter.

REVIEW

In797O, there were about 7000 TNCs: in1992 there were 37 OOO. Between them,
they controlled 200 000 foreign subsidiaries with a combined worldwide sales
revenue in 7992 of $5.5 trillion, compared with 92.4 trillion in 1980 (UNRISD
1995: 53). This was the equivalent of almost one-third of total global economic
output. Such an amount was considerably greater than the total value of all the
goods and services entering world trade through exports by national firms
selling directly from their country of origin to a market in another country.
TNCs also account for about three-quarters of world trade (Dunning 1993a: 74).

Clearly, economic po\ /er of this magnitude will have fundamental effects on
the global economý poliý and society. As we have shown, there is a lively
debate about whether TNCs have indeed superseded the nation state system
both in their political independence and their global economic reach. In their
social role, some argue that TNCs do good as well as harm, or do more good
than harm. They provide employment, pay taxes that can be used to fund
socially beneficial programmes, transfer technology, help industrialize agricul-
tural countries and sell products people want at prices they can afford. Against
this rosy view has to be set the evidence that the communiý the environment
and the company/s workers often need protecting from corporate unaccount-
ability and irresponsibility.

ť* $*'rrow msr# *'  & a & & & & . & s e '  * o o .  .  .  6 & * Q & & ! j !$ {& & & & &

Easily the most accessible book on this topic is Dicken's Global Shift (1992) with its
usefu| information on TNCs, changing patterns oÍ wor|d trade and investment and
Íascinating studies of key industries |ooked at in a g|oba| context.

Hirst and Thompson's Globalization in Question (1996), although more difficult, is
worth inspection, for it summarizes the main debates in this area and offers a
controversial and thought-provoking alternative to the more usual heady views on
economic globalization.

t
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Stallings (ed.), Global Change, Regional Response (1995), contains interesting recent
material on the various regions of the developing world. Chapters 1 and 11 by
Stall ings and Chapter 4 by Gereffi are especially recommended but all the chapters
are useful.

The book published by UNRISD, States of Disarray ('1995), contains a hard-hitting
critique of corporate irresponsibil ity.
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1. For the purposes of debate, one group will adopt the view that TNCs are a force
for g|oba| economic integration, another that they have not Íundamenta||y moved
beyond internationa| tÍade patterns that have existed for a |ong time.

2. For the purposes of debate, one group will adopt the view that the TNCs are a
force for social good, another that they generate malign social effects.

3. Write to the public affairs office of a large corporation requesting their annual

. report. (Look at adverts in Ihe Financial Times or The Economist Íor addresses.)
What defence, if any, does the company give as to its social responsibil ity? Are
you convinced?

4. List all the TNCs you know of in the following categories: oil companies, motorcar
companies, pharmaceuticals and chemicals. Compare this l ist with those of your
c|ass mates. Why are these companies Íami|iar to you?

5. Why would you like/not l ike to work for a TNC?

o{Jesťpgns řo $ď:*gryďť a,bcarř s & &' s . a & & & & * & & E * & a & & & & * * . * * 8 ó & * e & * * *

1. What reasons could be given to support the proposition that the world economy is
much more internationalized and inteorated than it was before the First World
War?

2. Describe the major characteristics of an EPZ. Why did corporations wish to locate
there?

3. Evaluate the positive and negative social effects of TNCs in the developing
countries.

4. Evaluate Hirst and Thompson's case that economic globalization has not reached
a point where TNCs have become truly autonomous agents and governments
have not been rendered more or less oowerless to act.

5' Examine the origins oÍ the TNCs, noting nationa| differences.


